Abstract. We confirm, to some extent, the belief that a projective variety X has the largest number (relative to the dimension of X) of independent commuting automorphisms of positive entropy only when X is birational to a complex torus or a quotient of a torus. We also include an addendum to an early paper [28] though it is not used in the present paper.
Introduction
We work over the field C of complex numbers. We consider an automorphism group G ≤ Aut(X) of positive entropy on a compact complex Kähler manifold or normal projective variety X. Our belief is: X has the largest number (relative to the dimension of X) of independent commuting automorphisms of positive entropy only when X is a complex torus or a quotient of a torus. We confirm this, to some extent, in Theorems 1.2 and 2.2. Our approach is conceptual and classification free. See [5] and [28] for the case of threefolds or minimal varieties.
For an automorphism g ∈ Aut(X), its (topological) entropy h(g) = log ρ(g) is defined as the logarithm of the spectral radius ρ(g) of its action on the cohomology: ρ(g) := max{|λ| ; λ is an eigenvalue of g In their very inspiring paper [6, Theorem 1], Dinh and Sibony have proved the following (cf. [25] for its generalization to solvable groups). Theorem 1.1. (cf. [6, Theorem 1.1]) Let X be a compact complex Kähler manifold of dimension n ≥ 2 and G ≤ Aut(X) a commutative subgroup. Then G = N(G) × G 1 where N(G) consists of all elements in G of null entropy and is a subgroup of G, and G 1 is a free abelian group of rank r = r(G 1 ) ≤ n − 1 and with g 1 of positive entropy for all g 1 ∈ G 1 \ {id}. Further, if r = n − 1 then N(G) is finite.
There do exist examples of n-dimensional complex tori, Calabi-Yau varieties and rationally connected varieties X admitting maximal rank symmetries Z ⊕n−1 ∼ = G ≤ Aut(X) with every element in G \ {id} being of positive entropy; cf. [6, Example 4.5] and [28, Example 1.7] . All these examples are quotients of tori, as expected (cf. Theorem 1.2 below). Indeed, it is known that SL n (Z) includes a free abelian group G of rank n − 1 which has a natural faithful action on the complex n-torus X := E n with g of positive entropy for every g ∈ G \ {id}, where E is an elliptic curve (cf. [6, Example 4.5] for details and references therein).
Our standing assumptions are now (i) G is commutative, (ii) every non-trivial element of G has positive entropy, and (iii) rank r(G) = dim X − 1. Theorem 1.2 below and Theorem 2.2 in §2 are our main results. In Theorem 2.2(3) a stricter restriction will be imposed on the Y of Theorem 1.2 (2) .
For the definitions of Kodaira dimension κ(X) and singularities of terminal, canonical or klt type, we refer to [15] or [16 (1) Suppose that τ : A → X is a G-equivariant finite surjective morphism from an abelian variety A. Then τ isétale outside a finite set (hence X has only quotient singularities and is klt); K X ∼ Q 0 (Q-linear equivalence); no positive-dimensional proper subvariety Y ⊂ X is G-periodic. (2) Conversely, suppose that no positive-dimensional G-periodic subvariety Y ⊂ X is either fixed (point wise) by a finite-index subgroup of G, or is a Q-torus with q(Y ) > 0, or has κ(Y ) = −∞. Suppose also one of the following two conditions.
(2a) n = 3, and X is klt.
(2b) n ≥ 3, and X has only quotient singularities.
Then X ∼ = A/F for a finite group F acting freely outside a finite set of an abelian variety A. Further, for some finite-index subgroup G 1 of G, the action of G 1 on X lifts to an action of G 1 on A.
As a consequence of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, we have: Corollary 1.3. Let X be a normal projective variety of dimension n ≥ 3 with only quotient singularities, and let G := Z ⊕r act on X faithfully for some r ≥ n − 1 such that every element of G \ {id} is of positive entropy. Then r = n − 1. Further, X ∼ = A/F for a finite group F acting freely outside a finite set of an abelian variety A, if and only if X has no positive-dimensional G-periodic proper subvariety Y ⊂ X.
The proof of Theorem 2.2 gives the following, which was also essentially proved in [28] .
Corollary 1.4. Let X be a normal projective variety of dimension n ≥ 3 and let G := Z ⊕r act on X faithfully for some r ≥ n − 1 such that every element of G \ {id} is of positive entropy. Then r = n − 1. Suppose further that both X and (X, G) are minimal in the sense of 2.1, and either X has only quotient singularities, or X is a klt threefold. Then X ∼ = A/F for a finite group F acting freely outside a finite set of an abelian variety A.
Remark 1.5.
(1) In Theorems 1.2 (2) and 2.2, we need to assume that dim X ≥ 3 which is used at the last step 2.15 to show the vanishing of the second Chern class c 2 (X). In fact, inspired by the comment of the referee, one notices that a complete intersection and the pair (X, g ) are minimal in the sense of 2.1. However, X is not birational to the quotient of a complex torus, because a (smooth) projective K3 surface X birational to the quotient of a complex torus has the transcendental lattice of rank ≤ (that of a complex 2-torus), i.e., ≤ 5, and hence has Picard number ≥ (h 2 (X, C) − 5) which is 17.
(2) In Theorem 1.2 (2) (resp. Theorem 2.2), we can weaken the assumption on G as a condition on G * := G | NS R (X) (cf. [6, Theorem 4.7] ): "Further, the action of G on X lifts to an action of a group G on A with G/ Gal(A/X) ∼ =
G."
The virtual solvability of G is used in the middle of Claim 2.12 and end of the proof of Lemma 2.11.
Our bimeromorphic point of view, in terms of the minimality assumption in 1.4 and 2.2, towards the dynamics study seems natural, since one may blow up some Zariski-closed and G-stable proper subset of X (if such subset exists) to get another pair (X ′ , G) which is essentially the same as the original pair (X, G).
The very starting point of our proof is the existence of enough nef eigenvectors L i of G, due to the fundamental work of Dinh-Sibony [6] . The minimal model program (cf. [16] ) is used with references provided for non-experts. Our main contribution lies in Lemmas 2.10 and 2.11 where we show that the pair (X, G) can be replaced with an equivariant one so that H := n i=1 L i is an ample divisor. To conclude, we prove a result of Hodge-Riemann type for singular varieties to show the vanishing of Chern classes c i (X)
Then we use the characterization ofétale quotient of a complex torus as the compact Kähler manifold X with vanishing
Chern classes c i (X) (i = 1, 2) (cf. [1, §1] ) and its generalization to singular varieties (cf.
[21]).
For a possible generalization of the proof to a Kähler n-fold X, we remark that the restriction 'rank r(G) = n − 1' implies that X is either Moishezon and hence projective, or has algebraic dimension a(X) = 0 (cf. [ We use the terminology and notation in [13] , [15] and [16] . By G |Y , we mean that there is a natural (from the context) induced action of G on Y . We remark that every fibre of such σ is rationally chain connected by [11, Corollary 1.5] . Thus every irreducible component of the exceptional locus Exc(σ) ⊂ X (the subset of X along which σ is not isomorphic) is G-periodic and uniruled.
The two minimality definitions above are slightly different from the ones in [28] .
Although the Minimal Model Program predicts the existence of a minimal model X m for every non-uniruled projective variety X and such existence is a theorem now for varieties of general type (cf. [2] ), it is much harder to prove the existence of a minimal pair (X m , G) for any given pair (X, G), because the regular action of G on X induces a priori only a birational action of G on X m .
The result below is more precise than 1.2(2) in terms of the restriction on Y in 2.2 (3) and is applicable under the Good Minimal Model Program which predicts that 2.2 (4) and (5) are always true (cf. [2] for its recent breakthrough, Remark 2.3).
Theorem 2.2. Let X be a normal projective variety of dimension n ≥ 3, and let G := Z ⊕r act on X faithfully for some r ≥ n − 1 such that every element in G \ {id} is of positive entropy. Then r = n − 1. Suppose further the following five conditions.
(1) Either X has only quotient singularities, or is a klt threefold.
(2) The pair (X, G) is minimal in the sense of 2.1.
by a finite-index subgroup of G, or a Q-torus with q(Y ) > 0, or a rational curve. Then X ∼ = A/F for a finite group F acting freely outside a finite set of an abelian variety A. Further, for some finite-index subgroup G 1 of G, the action of G 1 on X lifts to an action of G 1 on A.
Remark 2.3.
(1) The Condition (5) in Theorem 2.2 is always true when n = dim X ≤ We begin with two lemmas.
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a group and H ⊳ G a finite normal subgroup such that
for some r ≥ 1 and g i ∈ G. Then there is an integer s > 0 such that
and it is a finite-index subgroup of G; further, the quotient map γ :
Proof. We only need to find some s > 0 such that g 
and only if D ≡ 0 (numerically), i.e., D · C = 0 for every curve C on X.
Proof. We still need to prove the 'only if' part of the assertion (2) which will be done by induction on the dimension n. When n ≤ 2, the assertion (2) follows from the Hodge index theory (for surfaces). Suppose that n ≥ 3 and
Let σ : X ′ → X be Hironaka's resolution such that −E is relatively ample for some σ-exceptional effective divisor E. Replacing E by its small multiple, we may assume that
For a curve C on X, we take an ample irreducible divisor
contains C. Take very small ε > 0 such that εA 1 ≤ σ * H 1 − E. Thus we can write
where r i ∈ R >0 and A i are ample irreducible divisors. Since E is contracted by σ and by the projection formula, we have σ * E = 0 and
By the equality (1) above and since A i and H j are nef, we have (for all i):
2 ≤ 0 by the assertion (1). This together with the equality (2) above imply that for all i, we have
Write B i := σ(A i ) which is birational to A i . By the equality (3) above,
Similarly, the equality (4) above implies
By the induction,
The lemma is proved.
We now prove Theorems 1.2 and 2.2.
Let τ : X → X be a G-equivariant resolution due to Hironaka (cf. 
and the homomorphism below
is an isomorphism onto a spanning lattice (where we write g
Since
and hence H is a nef and big R-Cartier divisor.
Lemma 2.6. Under the assumption of Theorem 1.2(2) or 2.2, the following are equivalent.
(1) H is not ample.
Proof. By Campana-Peternell's R-divisor version of Nakai-Moishezon ampleness criterion, the assertions (1) and (2) are equivalent.
For (3) ⇒ (2), assume the assertion (3). After G is replaced by its finite-index subgroup G 1 and noting that r(G 1 ) = r(G) = n − 1, we may assume that Y is stabilized by G.
Note that for all i j , we have
Indeed, since ϕ(G) ⊂ R n−1 is a spanning lattice, k ≤ n − 1, and χ 1 · · · χ n = 1, we can choose g ∈ G such that χ i j (g) > 1 for all i j . Acting on the left hand side of the equality (5) (a scalar) with g * and noting that g * Y = Y , we conclude the equality (5). This, in
For (2) ⇒ (3), assume that H k · Y = 0 as in the assertion (2) . Then H |Y is nef but not big. Write H = L + E with L ample and E effective (cf. the proof of [16, Proposition (i) ϕ is divisorial. It is a birational morphism whose exceptional locus Exc(ϕ) ⊂ X (the locus where ϕ is not isomorphic) is a prime divisor.
(ii) ϕ is a flip. Then there is a flipping X X + which is a rational map and isomorpohic in codimension one. Further, there is a birational morphism X + → Y such that the composite X X + → Y coincides with ϕ. In particular, there is a natural isomorphism between the Neron-Severi groups (with R-coefficient) of
of the anti-adjoint divisor to a general fibre F of ϕ is ample. We may assume that K X + sH is not nef for any s > 0. We now consider K X + H, but H may be replaced by sH for some s >> 1. By the cone theorem (cf. [16, Theorem 3.7] or [2, Corollary 3.8.2]), there are only finitely many (K X + H)-negative extremal rays R >0 [ℓ] in NE(X). Replacing H by a larger multiple, we may assume that all these ℓ satisfy H · ℓ = 0 (i.e., L i · ℓ = 0 for all i) and
and hence H · g −1 (ℓ) = 0, and Thus K X +sH is nef for some s > 0 and the lemma follows since H is big (and nef).
Lemma 2.9. Under the assumption of Theorem 1.2(2) or Theorem 2.2, K X + sH is ample for some (and hence all) s >> 1. Moreover, H |Y ≡ 0 (numerically) for every G-periodic subvariety Y ⊂ X, and hence (K X ) |Y is ample.
Proof. By Lemma 2.8, we may assume that K X + H is nef and big and klt after replacing H by its large multiple. By the effective base-point freeness theorem (cf. [2, Theorem 3.9.1]), there is a birational morphism ψ : X → Z onto a normal projective variety Z, such that K X + H = ψ * P for some ample divisor P ⊂ Z. Write H = E/k + A k as in Lemma 2.8. Thus every extremal ray
By the cone theorem, there are only finitely many such extremal rays. Replacing H by its large multiple, we may assume that such ℓ satisfies ℓ · H = 0 = ℓ · K X , the condition of which is preserved by G. Thus we may assume that all such extremal rays are stabilized (resp. permuted) by a finite-index subgroup G 1 of G (resp. by G). In particular, ψ is G 1 -equivariant; Exc(ψ) and every positive-dimensional irreducible component F i of it is G-periodic. Let H Z ⊂ Z be the direct image of H. Then K X + H is the pullback of K Z + H Z (∼ Q P ) and hence the latter adjoint divisor on Z (or the pair (Z, H Z )) is klt because so is its pullback on X. As in Lemma 2.8, each F i is G-periodic and uniruled, contradicting the assumption of Theorem 1.2 (2), and Theorem 2.2 (2) as well, unless ψ : X → Z is an isomorphism, i.e., K X + H is ample.
For the second assertion, we claim the following vanishing of the intersection:
L i , the above intersection number is the summation of the following terms
where 0 ≤ t ≤ k − 1 ≤ n − 2. Now the vanishing of each term above can be verified as in Lemma 2.6, since g * K X ∼ K X for g ∈ G. The equality (6) above is proved.
The equality (6) and ampleness of K X + sH imply that the scalar
is non-positive by Lemma 2.5, and hence is zero since K X + sH and H are nef. Thus 
contracted to a few points on Y and also on Y n , if we factor
Further, Y n has at worst canonical singularities since K Y ′ is the pullback of over a point z ∈ Z is of pure-dimension equal to dim W − dim Z) and G 1|Y descends to Since Y ′ is not rationally connected as mentioned above, we have 1 Replacing Z m by Z m ′ we may assume that Z m has only terminal singularities.
We may assume that G We only need to consider this latter case.
Claim 2.13. We have
We prove this claim. Since Z m is a Q-torus, it has no rational curves, and hence the Proof. By Lemmas 2.10 and 2.11, H is ample. Since g * K X ∼ K X for g ∈ G, by the proof of Lemma 2.6, we have By Theorem 1.1, r = n − 1. By Lemma 2.14, we have K X ≡ 0. Let m > 0 be minimal such that mK X ∼ 0 (a result of Kawamata). Replacing X by its global index-one cover
which has a natural G-action and whose canonical divisor is linearly equivalent to zero, we may assume that K X (∼ 0) is Cartier and hence X has at worst Gorenstein canonical singularities. Let σ : X ′ → X be a G-equivariant resolution crepant in codimension two. 
Since g * c 2 (X) = c 2 (X) for all g ∈ G, we have the vanishing c 2 (X) · H n−2 = 0 (using n ≥ 3 here) as in the proof of Lemma 2.6. Since H is ample by Lemmas 2.10 and 2. This proves the corollary.
2.18. Proof of Corollary 1.4
